Tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a) is a cytokine involved in the physiological and metabolic abnormalities found in cachectic states. Until very recently, it was inconceivable to think of TNF-a in obesity. However, recent studies have shown that TNF-a can also play a key role in obesity, the cytokine being overexpressed in adipose tissue of obese rodents and humans.
The aim of this review is to reconcile the role of TNF-a in these two opposite metabolic situations: obesity and cachexia.
it is suggested that TNFa may have a key role in the control of body mass in normal weight-controlled situations and that abnormalities in either its production (during cachexia) or action (during obesity) are responsible for the lack of control of body weight.-Argil#{233}s,J. M., Lopez-Soriano, J., Busquets of enjoying food. However, obesity is also a pathological state often accompanied by severe circulatory problems and has to be considered a chronic disease. Both cachexia and obesity may involve similar molecular defects since they represent the two extremes of body weight control.
Thus, it becomes very important to examine the role of one of the molecules that seems to be involved in these two opposite metabolic situations:
tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a) ,2
HISTORY OF TNF
It was in the last century (1893) that Coley (1) introduced the idea that tumor regression in human cancer patients could be accomplished by challenging the tumors with bacterial toxins. Much later, in 1985, Old (2) identified a protein in the serum of endotoxin-treated rabbits that was responsible for the hemorrhagic necrosis of tumors. It was named tumor necrosis factor (TNF), and later named TNF-a after the discovery of lyrnphotoxin or TNF-. It was coincidental that Kawakami and Cerami (3) identified a molecule responsible for the wasting syndrome seen in many diseases, such as chronic infection. This molecule was named cachectin, since it was responsible for the induction of cachexia; later, it proved to be identical to TNF-cz (4). TNF-a, which can be synthetized by many cellular types, including adipose cells (as will be discussed later), is also produced by macrophages in response to invasive stimuli as a 26 kDa membrane-bound precursor that is cleaved proteolytically to a mature 17 kDa form, with the prosequence polypeptide remaining associated to the membrane (5). The peptide is bioactive as a 51 kDa trimer that can be recognized by two distinct receptors:
TNFR1 or p55 (55 kDa) and TNFR2 or p75 (75 kDa Let us first examine how body weight is regulated. that is a central nervous system neurotransmitter and produces many effects, including increasing sympathetic outflow thermogenesis and BAT activity, in addition to suppressing food intake (63). 
Regulation of body weight
1 (IRS-i) and convert IRS-i into an inhibitor of the insulin receptor tyrosine kinase in vitro, thus indicating that TNF-a induces insulin resistance through an
TNF-a as an "adipostat"
The relatively ancient concept of the "adipostat" refers to the fact that the size of the body fat depot is sensed by the central nervous system through a product of fat metabolism circulating in the blood and affecting energy balance by interacting with the hypothalamus (80 Actually, the word leptin comes from the Greek "leptos," which means thin. The ob/ ob mice have a defect in the production of this protein, resulting in hyperphagia and, consequently, obesity. In other experimental models, such as the fatty rat, the production of the compound is normal but there seems to be a defect in the brain receptor (84) , its amino acid sequence indicating that it is similar to the ones found in class I cytokine receptor family (85 
The adipocyte as the center of an homeostatic cycle
The concept of the adipocyte as an "intelligent" cell able to communicate directly or indirectly with the brain is a revolutionary concept from the days when adipose tissue was considered to be a metabolically inactive fat deposit or even from the time that Knopp (i903) pointed out that the adipocyte was not just a "fat sac," but had a metabolism of its own. 
